Preliminary remarks: the present article deals with rabbinic traditions, as well as some passages from the dead sea scrolls, in which biblical narratives are given a nonliteral, symbolic interpretation1 of a sort rather rare in (but not absent from) rabbinic literature, and more akin to what might be labeled allegorical interpretation. these rabbinic traditions will be studied against the foil of philo, origen, and later patristic writers who use allegory and typology as hermeneutical techniques. much scholarly discussion has been devoted to the border between typological and allegorical interpretationor figurative/figural interpretations, as others would prefer to call them.2 * translations of the hebrew Bible and the new testament in this paper utilize the rsv, with occasional modifications. translations of philo follow f. h. colson and g. h. Whitaker, Philo in Ten Volumes (lcl; london: heinemann, 1929 -1962 1 the interesting problem of the allegorical interpretation of the song of songs is not discussed in the present article.
2 for a survey of the literature concerning this problem see p. W. martens, "revisiting the Allegory/typology distinction: the case of origen," JECS 16 (2008): 283-317. i take "typology" to be a species of "allegory," as suggested in this article (following previous scholars). the nomenclature "figurative" and " Because the starting point of my study is the rabbinic corpus, i do not enter here into this definitional debate: definitions and terminology for these methods of interpretation in hellenistic and patristic writings scarcely affect the study of similar (but not identical) methods in rabbinic and prerabbinic tradition, which, unlike philo and the church fathers, are not directly related to greek terminology and interpretative techniques. introduction in his description of the sabbath practices of the essenes, philo writes: "then one takes the books and reads aloud, and another of especial proficiency comes forward and explains what is not understood. for most of their philosophical study is through symbols (διὰ συμβόλων), and in this they emulate the traditions of the past."3 evidently philo considers the essenes' method of biblical exegesis to be similar to his own allegorical interpretation. We do not know what from among the essenes' teachings was accessible to philo,4 nor is this what matters most; a more fundamental question is what, if any, allegorical interpretation of biblical passages, and especially of biblical narratives, was being done in palestine in philo's time and in the first centuries of the common era? the question has occupied scholarship for more than a hundred years,5 and more research is still needed. most of the Jews in palestine did not have philo's knowledge "figura," in idem, Scenes from the Drama of European Literature (theory and history of literature 9; minneapolis: university of minnesota press, 1984), 11-60. i thank dr. david satran and dr. ruth clements for drawing my attention to scholarly discussions of this complex problem in the study of early christian literature. in the study of midrash it is not uncommon to refer to "allegorical interpretation" (i. 1991], 197-232 [in hebrew] ). the term "typology" should be used carefully when applied to rabbinic literature. the midrashic hermeneutic rule ‫לבנים‬ ‫סימן‬ ‫אבות‬ ‫מעשה‬ draws an analogy between two sets of events (somewhat reminiscent of the analogy to Jannes and Jambres in 2 tim 3:8, to which compare cd 5:17-19); it does not suggest, however, the novel reading of the biblical narrative which is so characteristic of christian typology.
